Not only is Spring in the air but we have a spring in our step as we move
into the long-awaited end of lockdown. It has been a devastating and
challenging time for so many people. The isolation and feelings of
loneliness has affected us all in one way or another, but ‘hope’ is in the air.
Hope for a return to a ‘normal’, full and unabridged return to how as
individuals, we want to live our lives in our own way without being told how
to or having rules imposed upon us as to how we must live that life.
Countless disabled people have felt isolated from their communities well before the pandemic
and for those people their initial response was ‘welcome to my world…’ For too many people they
have always lived their life relying on the responses and terms imposed by others. People who are
‘professionals’ and ‘know best’ about how others need to live their lives just because they have a
disability, not unlike Boris and his Ministers who currently need to impose the rules on everyone.
However, not everyone agreed with those rules and as such expressed their dissatisfaction
through various outlets. Many disabled people live by other people’s rules right through their lives
with little thought given to their right of choice! So those of us who have experienced the pressure
of rules in this period and the isolation and lack of human contact that followed as a result…. Think
on, about how, for those disabled people they will continue to be at the ’mercy’ of the rules made
by those who know best, because even in this, the 21st century as we move out of a pandemic and
see light at the end of the tunnel, for numerous disabled people that light will always remain
illusive. How many of us will continue to empathise with that feeling 12 months on from now……!
The communities and friendships forged together
throughout the pandemic can continue to grow to
support all people. The people who have ‘shielded’ for
so long have much to offer their communities and
neighbours and are keen to be involved. So do continue
with your good work and read on to see the work that
Wiltshire CIL has been involved with in supporting and
bringing people together to connect and re-connect
within their own communities. After all, it’s not rocket
science!
Geraldine Bentley—CEO
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Direct Payments
Covid 19 Vaccine Rollout
Following the announcement of the national vaccine programme, and the
introduction of vaccination centres, Wiltshire CIL worked hard to ensure all PA’s
employed by disabled people in Wiltshire were recognised as being eligible for
the frontline vaccine rollout of social care staff. We rose to the challenge and
were able to respond rapidly to give PAs access to the vaccine. Public Health
England believe that “it is highly likely that any infection in a vaccinated person
will be less severe and that viral shedding will be shortened. We therefore expect
that vaccinated health and care staff will be less likely to pass infection to their
friends and family and to the vulnerable people that they care for.” We were one
of the first organisations nationally to have pursued this avenue successfully on
behalf of PA’s, the majority of whom are now registered and received vaccines.
During February 2021, the Admin Team assisted in the arrangement of Covid-19
vaccinations for 225 PAs in collaboration with Wiltshire Council. From March,
PAs were signposted to the NHS Online Booking system.

Personal Protective Equipment (PPE)
Since the first Lockdown in March 2020 the Admin Team were able to provide
PPE for 173 Direct Payment recipients which was distributed from our offices in
Devizes.
March 2020—March 2021

X 6,150

X 32,800

X 1,760

Direct Payments
Our Direct Payment Adviser Team have continued to provide support, advice and
guidance to enable people to have confidence in using their Direct Payments
during the pandemic as well as having the knowledge of how to be a good
employer and support their PAs in the safest and most appropriate way. We
continue to have a wide range of useful and up to date information on our
COVID website page
Since September we provided free training sessions to both employers and their
PAs. These session have been adapted and moved online - our PA Development
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worker is now very proficient with using Zoom! The feedback has been great and
there could be a demand for online training to continue, as well as face to face.
Here are some of the popular sessions and the feedback we have received.
Employer Information Sessions:
“Thank you for the Employer Training session this afternoon, I personally got
a lot out of it and it flagged up a number of areas that I can improve.”

Infection Control:
“Thank you for clarification on Covid-19, feel more confident now”

Working with LD:
“During the session we talked about drawing on people’s strengths and
abilities – I will try to remember this in my work.”

Dementia Awareness:
“I now understand how frustrating it can be for the person that I support –
thank you”

Recruitment and Retention for Individual Employers:
“Very good that this support is available over Zoom. I personally find it
difficult to attend training and this option was perfect.”

“Good to discuss

why we are struggling to recruit and finding out more detail on using the PA

Register.”

Food Hygiene:
“Thank you to the Trainer – session was easy to understand – I am now
going to clean my fridge”

Annual Leave for your employees
All your employees will be entitled to paid holiday whether they work for you full
-time or just a few hours every now and again. Everyone will have a holiday
entitlement of 5.6 working weeks pro rata (subject to a maximum of 28 working
days). It is important you encourage your employees to take their entitlement
throughout the year. To help you calculate your employee’s holiday entitlement,
take a look at the Holiday Information Sheet available on our website or call us
on 0300 1233 442 to request a paper copy.
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Payroll & Banking Service
Throughout Covid 19, Wiltshire CIL Payroll and Banking Service has continued to
be very busy, processing in excess of 900 payrolls per month and offering help
and support to our Service Users with many more of you contacting us with pay
queries that have arisen due to the restrictions that Covid, has placed on us all.

Our banking service has also been equally as busy as ever, ensuring that all individuals being paid through payroll and suppliers of care packages, have received
payment on time.
Both teams remain committed to providing an excellent service to all our Users’
and are always here to help and reassure with regard to pay and banking queries
you may have.
There are some employment law changes from April 2021 that will affect
your payroll are as follows:
Annual tax free pay allowance increasing from £12500 to £12570 meaning the
standard tax code will be 1257L
The 20% basic rate for tax banding increases from £37500 to £37700
The National Insurance weekly earnings limit for employees is £184.00 and £170
for employers
The National Insurance monthly earnings limit for employees is £797.00 and
£737 for employers
The National Insurance rate for employees remains at 12% above the earnings
limit with Employers paying 13.8%
National Minimum Wage Rates:
Under 18 year olds increases from £4.55 to £4.62 per hour
18-20 year olds increases from £6.45 to £6.56 per hour
21-22 year olds increases from £8.20 to £8.36 per hour
23-24 year olds increases from £8.20 to £8.91 per hour
The National Living Wage from £8.72 (over 25s) to £8.91 (over 23s)
Statutory Rates:
Statutory Sick Pay increases to £96.35 per week
Statutory Maternity/Adoption/Paternity Pay increases to £151.97 per week
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User Engagement
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Some of our recent MakeSomeoneWelcome sign-ups have been
making pledges about how to make their communities kind and make
people welcome. This storyboard shows Calne Central’s journey to
achieving their pledge.
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We have been working with Headway Salisbury and South Wiltshire and their
Headsmart Group as part of our ListenUp Wilts campaign. They want to let
everyone know what it is like for someone with a brain injury when crossing the
road. They have produced these two posters as part of their awareness

The User Engagement team have
launched a series focusing on
inequality on social media and
will be asking a question each
week about how we can
challenge and change inequality.

#ChallengeInequality
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Following our
Voices of Disability
campaign all of the
contributions have been
put into an online
magazine which you can
read here:
https://www.yumpu.com/
en/document/
view/65175450/voices-ofdisability
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Community Connecting
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STARTING AS A COMMUNITY CONNECTOR DURING LOCKDOWN
BY MOIRA CONROY
COMMUNITIES WORKING TOGETHER DURING LOCKDOWN
I’m not gonna lie (to coin a well known teenage phrase!), it felt like a bit of a daunting
time to be starting a new role as a community connector in mid October, two weeks
before Lockdown No.2 started! What on earth am I going to be connecting people to I
wondered during those first few days and weeks.
But as I gradually began to find my way (virtually of course!) around Melksham, I started
forging relationships with some great local organisations which would help me to
support the people I was working alongside. I started making referrals to Age Friendly
Melksham’s amazing Friendly Phone Call Service, where local volunteers would call
people experiencing social isolation and loneliness for a regular chin wag. They also
set up a fantastic Christmas meals service that we could all refer into, linking volunteers
who were happy to cook an extra Christmas dinner or two with people who would be
alone on Christmas Day. Some of the people I spoke to said they’d had a lovely
Christmas dinner courtesy of the initiative, and perhaps even more importantly, felt
valued and cared for because of the kindness shown to them.
Celebrating Age Wiltshire fortuitously decided to pilot their Creative Conversations
project in Melksham shortly after I started – how lucky was I! Addressing social isolation
and loneliness through the arts was at the heart of the project, and this was achieved
through linking a person with an interest in the arts in the broadest sense with an artist
and a volunteer to have weekly conversations to explore that interest. One participant
said “I really look forward to the calls and I’m on a real high after I’ve spoken to Amy
and David”. Another told me that he has written two songs since starting the project,
which his artist has recorded, and that he has been inspired to continue to write songs
in the future. To continue the musical theme, we are now working with Celebrating Age
Wiltshire to identify people who would love a short doorstep concert in the next month
or so that they and their neighbours can enjoy in the comfort and safety of their own
homes. A little ray of sunshine to look forward to amidst very challenging times.
Connecting people with each other has also been a theme. I’ve recently introduced
two ladies, both of whom love to walk but not on their own. One has a dog but
struggles to walk her on her own because of her visual impairment. The other misses
her own dog terribly, so a walk with a dog as well as a person would be an added
bonus!
Finally, we have recently been successful in securing a small amount of funding from
Melksham Area Board to forge connections between people through setting up small
groups as lockdown restrictions ease. So watch this space…!

Melksham
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CONNECTING : IN ALL SENSES!
The people we work with have risen to the challenge
of staying connected by using a range of methods:
online, by phone, by mail and by meeting for socially
distanced walks. Examples include signing up to
Facebook to be in the audience of a son’s virtual choir
performance, embracing more old fashioned ways to
keep in touch by receiving and sending cards in the
post and, in a new take on the traditional befriending
service, being matched up with another local resident,
to have a weekly chat on the phone, with some people
planning to meet up once restrictions are over.
One lady commented that her telephone befriender ... ‘has proved to be such a
good friend to me. I feel he needs me as much as I need him to talk to in such
lonely times.’

COMMUNITIES COME
TOGETHER
In Calne many older people were
catered for with a cream tea, organized
by the Local Older Persons Champion
from Calne Area Board.

Cakes and sandwiches were
accompanied by cards from Calne
school children, all delivered by
volunteers, including our Community
Connector and the Local Area
Coordinator.
Bags were dropped off on doorsteps
and it was nice to see people’s faces
after connecting for so long over the
phone.

Calne
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Staff News
Welcome…

Lynne Lester

Liz Denbury

Katie Burholt

Moira Conroy

Direct Payment
Finance Team
Manager

Calne PCN
Community
Connector

Chippenham./
Corsham & Box
Community
Connector

Melksham (Older
People) Community
Connector

Natasha Parkin
HIU Community
Connector

Lydia Rogers
Sarum South
Community
Connector

Teresa McMahon
Sarum South
Community
Connector

Congratulations…
To Poppy Witts-Woodward who had a baby boy, Zachary John, on
23rd December 2020.

Farewell…
In March we said goodbye to Mia
O'Sullivan who is off to train as an O.T. Mia
has been a great WCIL’ER and will be very
much missed. We wish her all the very best
for her future adventures.
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To mark the anniversary of the start of the first lockdown, we are sharing the
lockdown stories of the people of Devizes in a Story Trail around town.
Quotes from stories contributed to the project “Tales from the Town; Celebrating
Strength in the Community” are being displayed by independent retailers and at
various other locations. When you find one you can use the QR codes to take you
to the full stories or find large print excerpts at The Healthy Life in Little Brittox,
Wiltshire Centre for Independent Living in Couch Lane, and on the fence
outside the Assize Court. The full stories can also be found here https://
communityreporter.net/tales-town-celebrating-strength-community
There is also a chance to win a £10 gift voucher to be spent at a selection of
independent shops in Devizes. All you have to do is write your hope for the
future on one of our “bricks”. These are available as a paper version from The
Shambles and The Healthy Life or on line here: https://docs.google.com/forms/
d/e/1FAIpQLSc4mqCrB8FfLmQeorUm6C9f4liMu0fyDF1OPk8Keuha93om1w/
viewform?usp=sf_link
Annabel Lake, Community Partnership Facilitator at Wiltshire CIL, explained:
“To mark the anniversary of the start of the first lockdown, we are sharing
the lockdown stories of the people of Devizes in a Story Trail around town
and inviting people to contribute their thoughts for the future as our
community moves forward from this.”

“Tales from the Town; Celebrating Strength in the Community” is a project
facilitated by Wiltshire Centre for Independent Living, funded by the National
Lottery Community Foundation. The stories will subsequently become part of our
local history within Wiltshire Museum’s archive. To contribute or find out more,
please contact: annabel@wiltshirecil.org.uk
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Charges for social care and cuts to provision during the
Coronavirus pandemic?
Have you experienced cuts to your social care services or had increased charges
for your social care during the past 12 months? Social Care Future along with
other partners, individuals and family carers are looking to raise awareness of the
issues of increased charges, and need your help to gather a national picture of
the charges and cuts to social care that appear to be happening across England.
https://puttingpeoplefirst.limeask.com/158932?fbclid=IwAR1HTM8evskdIdLpap86gVo4Ew4K6SYB-RWC7Qc7CPvqnlJftyFULn1xHY

Wiltshire Centre for Independent Living  11 Couch Lane  Devizes  SN10 1EB
Company no. 5480761

Charity No. 1120611

Disclaimer: The information in this newsletter is provided by Wiltshire CIL as a service to readers. Wiltshire CIL cannot
guarantee that the information provided is accurate, verified, comprehensive, or complete. For this reason, you should not
rely, nor act upon any of the information contained in these pages without professional advice. If you do so, it will be entirely
at your own risk. The views expressed in these articles are those of the individual author and are not necessarily endorsed
by Wiltshire CIL.
Use of external links on the Wiltshire CIL website: Wiltshire CIL accepts no responsibility for the content of external
websites. The decision to include these links should in no way be seen as an endorsement of the views expressed, they are
those of the author or the organisation.

to receive our e-newsletter
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